ABSTRACT

Government in carrying out duties or functions of facilities and infrastructure needend both at central and regional government, one of which is the inventory items. In effect the area’s property is one important element governance within the frame work of the republic of Indonesia to achieve the hope and purposes of nation and state as mandate in preamble to the constitution of republic of Indonesia year 1945.

In this thesis the author focuses on the sale of chattels owned by local government. In the general explanation of figure 2 letter h of government regulation number 38 year 2008 on amandement of government regulation number 6 year 2006 on the management of state property/region declared that the things belong the countries/regions can be used or transferred if not used for the running of the state/region. Sale of state property/area in an auction conducted in the framework of the management of state property/ regional accordance with the provisions regulated in low Number 17 year 2003 regarding state finance and low Number 1 year 2004 regarding government treasury.
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